The Top-15 Tools And Resources
For Triathletes

Don’t buy useless gadgets. These 15 tools and resources can
actually make a difference and help you get fitter, faster, and
achieve your triathlon goals.

Introduction and Table of Contents
This guide is meant to give you an idea of the tools and resources I recommend age-group
triathletes use to help you improve in various areas of your triathlon, including training, planning,
learning, nutrition, recovery, and so on. The list is not meant to be exhaustive, and every
triathlete doesn’t have to use all these tools and resources. It all comes down to which areas
you need to improve.
I’ve personally used every single one of these tools and can vouch for them, but I don’t receive
any compensations and have no affiliations with any manufacturer or service provider on this
list. They’re just tools I use and love! The importance score that I give to each item is a
subjective rating, and it may not apply to everybody. For example, living in Finland with cold
winters, an Indoor trainer is definitely a 10/10 for importance score for me personally, but if you
live in Texas it might not be quite as important to you.
You can use the list below to jump directly to different items on the list. If you have any
questions or feedback, please contact me at mikael@scientifictriathlon.com. Enjoy the guide!
Garmin Forerunner 920XT
Training Peaks
Intensity zone calculator
Indoor trainer
TrainerRoad
Swim video analysis
Finis Tempo Trainer Pro
Swim toys for training alignment and tautness

-Mikael

Running backpack
Foam roller
MyFitnessPal
Blender
Kinetic Revolution website and Youtube channel
Tower26 “Be Race Ready” podcast
TrainerRoad “Ask A Cycling Coach” podcast
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Garmin Forerunner 920XT
Category: Multisport GPS watch
Importance score: 10/10
Learn more: Garmin product page or DC Rainmaker independent in-depth review
Cost (approx.): $450
The Garmin 920XT is hands
down the number one tool I’d
pick if I could only have one. It
has support for running, cycling,
swimming, brick workouts,
triathlons and so on, and
includes both indoor and outdoor
workout modes. You can find an
excellent independent in-depth
review here.
The key to structured training is
being able to prescribe, monitor,
and analyze workout intensities,
whether it be pace, heart rate, or
power. That’s why in my opinion
almost every triathlete should
use a multisport watch and a
heart rate monitor. If you’re just
getting your feet wet and not sure if triathlon is something you’ll continue to pursue, then of
course you can do without these gadgets.
I use it with the Garmin HRM-Run heart rate chest strap, which gives some additional running
metrics like vertical oscillation and ground contact time. These are nice to have, but not
necessary, so you can use a standard heart rate strap as well.
The primary alternatives to the 920XT are Garmin FR735XT (basically a newer version of the
920XT), Garmin Fenix3 or Fenix3HR, Polar V800 and Suunto Ambit3 Peak or Ambit3 Multisport.
Based on my research, I’m partial to the Garmin 920XT and FR735XT.
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Training Peaks
Category: Software to track, analyze and plan your training
Importance: 8/10
Learn more: Training Peaks Athlete Edition webpage
Cost: Free ($20/month or $120/year for premium edition)
Training Peaks is the gold
standard software solution
that endurance athletes
and coaches use to track,
analyze and plan their
training.
It syncs with pretty much all
devices you can think of
(like the Garmin
Forerunner 920 XT), and
has both a mobile and a
browser application.
Training Peaks is a
massive time-saver for
planning your training, or you can work with your coach through Training Peaks or purchase a
ready-made plan. It comes with all the standard metrics (like pace, power, and heart rate), as
well as several incredibly useful advanced metrics you won’t get anywhere else (like chronic
and acute training load, training stress score, and training stress balance). Some of the
advanced metrics are only available in the premium (paid) version though.
I won’t even name alternatives to Training Peaks as it beats everything else by a country mile,
and it’s free. I recommend you sign up for a free Training Peaks account today and start using
it. If you’re serious about wanting to improve as a triathlete (whether you’re a beginner or
advanced age-grouper), then the premium version is worth it’s cost many times over.
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Intensity zone calculator
Category: General Training
Importance: 10/10
Learn more: Intensity zone guidelines and Intensity
zone calculator
Cost: Free (but a lot of sweat equity during the tests)
If you want your training to be really effective, you
simply have to base your workout prescriptions on
intensity zones. Yes, even if you’re a beginner.
There are various intensity zone systems, but
personally I like to follow a pretty standard system of
five different zones (Zone 1 being the lowest intensity
and Zone 5 the highest).
Intensity zones are based on pace ( swimming and
running), heart rate (running and cycling), and p
 ower (cycling). You set your intensity zones by
first doing maximum effort tests of specific protocols in swimming, biking and running and
collecting the data required (pace, heart rate, power). You then plug in your results in an
Intensity zone calculator, and it gives you the ranges of for example heart rate that you should
stay in for each specific training.
There are many different calculators
available. Within Training Peaks there are a
couple of different ones to choose from, for
example. Most of them tend to give you
fairly similar results, so w
 hich one you use
is not that critical. What is critical, is that
you use one. An intensity zone calculator
that I particularly like is the one by Matt
Fitzgerald and David Warden that I’ve
linked to throughout this section. It’s easy to
understand, works with a traditional
five-zone system and all three disciplines
are conveniently available on the same
page.
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Indoor trainer
Category: Cycling training
Importance: 10/10
Learn more: Section 18 of my post on bike equipment and gear and DC Rainmaker’s buyer’s
guide (Winter 2016-2017)
Cost (approx): Anywhere from $100 to $1500+ (you can get a really good trainer for around
$500 to $600)
If you’re not familiar with what an
indoor trainer is, it’s a bike stand
with a resistance roller that
presses against the rear tire and
adds resistance. You place your
regular road or tri bike in it and can
then ride on your own bike
indoors.
For anybody living in climates
where the weather prevents you
from riding outside for parts of the
year, an indoor trainer is a
must-have.
But even if your climate allows for year-round outdoor cycling, I’d consider the trainer a
must-have tool for effective training. You can get much more specific with your workouts on
the trainer compared to riding outside, down to the exact amount of watts, incline, and so on.
There’s no coasting or stopping for traffic. This makes cycling on the indoor trainer highly
effective and time-efficient if structured correctly.
There’s like a gazillion different options out there, and which trainer to get comes down to
personal preferences, needs and budget. See the D
 C Rainmaker Buyer’s Guide to get the lay of
the land. The one thing I will say is that your training can be just as effective with a budget
trainer as with a high-end one. I use TacX Flow that cost me less than $200. When combined
with TrainerRoad, it fulfills all my needs, and I’m pretty serious about my training ;)
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TrainerRoad
Category: Cycling training
Importance: 7/10
Learn more: TrainerRoad website
Cost: $12/month (or $99/year)

TrainerRoad is a software that makes your indoor bike training extremely structured and
effective. In short, it provides workouts and complete training plans and adapts them to your
current abilities.
The workouts are all based on power, but the brilliant thing is, y
 ou don’t need a power
meter to use it. Having a cheap (approximately $60) speed and cadence sensor is enough.
TrainerRoad can convert these data into a pretty accurate and very consistent metric called
Virtual Power.
When you train on your indoor trainer, TrainerRoad picks up data from devices you use (power
or virtual power, cadence, heart rate and so on) and shows it in real-time. You have one job:
make sure your power stays close to the current target power. Be prepared to work hard. The
nature of effective bike training is that most of it is based on intervals of varying intensity.
Whether you work with a coach or are self-coached, implementing TrainerRoad in your training
program is easy, since they have a variety of high-quality periodized training plans that you
can just pick and choose from.
You can make your indoor training highly effective without TrainerRoad. But TrainerRoad makes
it super easy, and much more enjoyable and motivating, so now that I’ve started using it I
couldn’t live without it.
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Swim video analysis
Category: Swim training
Importance: 8/10
Learn more: Section 3 of this blog post
Cost (approx): From free (if you have a friend with a GoPro) to $100-$200 for swim analysis
clinics
Getting an underwater
video analysis of yourself
swimming is by far the best
way to make rapid
improvements as a swimmer.
Before you become aware of
what your swimming form
and stroke look like, it’s
difficult to make any dramatic
improvements to it.
Sure, you will improve by just
trying to do what your swim
coach tells you to do. But it’s
when you actually get to see
for yourself what your swimming looks like, with somebody next to you explaining what you do
right and what you should change, that you set yourself up for making fast
improvements.The key difference is that having the visual image of what you do and what you
should change on your mind while you’re swimming.
The newer you are to swimming the more important it is to get a video analysis. Learning
good form from the start will save you so much time and frustration in the long run.
And it doesn’t have to be difficult or expensive. I get regular video analyses done with the help
of a friend of mine who happens to be a swim coach. She attaches a GoPro camera to an old
skiing pole and walks next to me while I swim, Then we analyse the video immediately on the
pool deck using an iPad. I also get the video files for more in-depth review later.
Even if you don’t have a friend who is a swim coach, you can get it done on a shoestring budget
by just asking a friend to do the filming as described above, and then send me an email at
mikael@scientifictriathlon.com and I’ll analyze it for you for free. Deal? Good. Now go find a
friend with a GoPro.
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Finis Tempo Trainer Pro
Category: Swim training (and run and bike training)
Importance: 6/10
Learn more: SwimSmooth description, video instruction and online store page
Cost (approx.): $50
The Tempo Trainer Pro is a small swimming beeper placed under your swim cap. It is a great
tool for improving several aspects of your swimming: your ability to swim at desired stroke rates,
your rhythm and timing, and your pacing skills. Also, when used in the lap interval mode you
can simply improve the overall quality of your training, which down the line translates to better
swim fitness.
In the Stroke Rate Mode, you set the Tempo Trainer to
beep every stroke for a desired stroke rate, for example
65 strokes per minute (one beep every 0.92 seconds).
This mode can help you find your s
 troke rate
efficiency sweet spots, or it can help you improve
your range of stroke rates. For example, I used to
have a stroke rate that was way too slow for me to be
competitive on the swim. By gradually practicing
swimming at stroke rates just slightly above my comfort
zone, I raised my natural stroke rate to where I wanted
it to be within a couple of months.
In the Lap Interval Mode you set the Tempo Trainer to
beep on a certain interval. If you want to swim a set at
2:00 per 100 m pace for example, you’d set it to beep
every 30 seconds, and you know each time you get to the end of the 25 m pool whether you’re
going too fast or too slow. This way you practice your pacing, a
 nd you also make sure that you
get the most out of each workout by working at the right intensity.
Even though it’s primarily meant for swimming, nothing stops you from using it to practice
cadence during running and biking. W
 ith all of these capabilities and given its low cost, the
Tempo Trainer is an absolutely fantastic investment.
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Swim toys for training alignment and tautness
Category: Swim training
Importance: 7/10
Learn more: Tower26 podcast episode 8 (from 7:00)
Cost (approx.): $65
This is one of the more subjective items in this guide, but given that
most triathlon age-groupers don’t have a swimming background, the
vast majority could benefit from using these tools to practice
alignment and tautness (terms coined by coach Gerry Rodriguez of
Tower26).
●
●
●
●

Snorkel
Pull buoy
Ankle strap
OPTIONAL: paddles (if you’re already a good swimmer)

Using the pull buoy and ankle strap together will allow you to get your
body position right, while at the same time preventing you from
kicking, thus forcing you to engage your core (“tautness”) to keep
your legs from sinking. The snorkel removes the need to turn the
breathe, which is often when bad swimming mechanics occur. With no
need to focus on the breathing element, you’re free to turn your
attention to proper body position and especially, b
 ody alignment.
During different periods of my triathlon career I’ve focused on almost
every kind of drill there is, using almost every tool or swim toy available. Nothing has been
anywhere near as effective for improving my mechanics as using the combination of snorkel,
pull buoy, and ankle strap to focus on tautness and alignment.
Bear in mind that when you first start out, doing even 25 m with this setup can be very
challenging. So don’t try to overdo it. Start small with a handful of 25 m reps with long
recoveries, and gradually work your way up to more and longer sets.
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Running backpack
Category: Time management
Importance: 4/10
Learn more: therunnersbackpack.com
Cost (approx): Anywhere from $30 to $300
There’s one simple reason I list a running backpack as one of my
favorite tools: it can be a massive time saver when used for run
or bike commuting.
I can easily save 45 minutes to an hour by keeping a towel and
shower shower gel at work, and then just put my clothes, keys,
wallet and phone in the backpack and run to work, shower, change
and be done with it. I can then just take the bus home in the
afternoon, or make it a day of double runs and run back home
(coming from a running background I’m crazy in that way).
The alternative? Go for a run from home, shower and change at home, and then I still need to
take my bike or the bus to work. Not an efficient use of time. And since we’re all extremely busy
age-groupers, we all share the same interest of managing our time in the most effective way
possible.
And obviously you can use the running backpack in the same way for cycling to work. Just
remember to remove the backpack if you happen to go into a wind-tunnel for some aerodynamic
testing.
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Foam roller
Category: Recovery, injury prevention, rehab
Importance: 9/10
Learn more: Kinetic Revolution’s Foam rolling exercises
Youtube playlist and Triathletes’ guide to foam rolling
Cost (approx): Anywhere from $10 to $80
The single most important factor for improving as a
triathlete is training consistently. Spectacular workouts
every now and then do little to improve your performances if
you can’t string together a solid training cycle, and
preferably several training cycles (with a well-earned
recovery period in-between of course).
Enter the foam-roller. Spending five to ten minutes rolling after hard workouts or when you just
feel sore will help release muscle fascia (connective tissue), and thus improves blood circulation
in the muscles, which helps promote recovery. You can roll out most of the major muscle
groups used when swimming, biking and running, from calves and quads to lats and pecs.
Improved recovery not only allows you to p
 erform your key workouts at a higher level. It’s
also a key factor for injury prevention. If, for all your best efforts, injury strikes, the foam roller
may be a key component in your injury rehab depending on the type of injury. Overuse injuries
(where there is no structural damage to muscles or bones) are good examples.
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MyFitnessPal
Category: App for tracking nutrition
Importance: 5/10
Learn more: MyFitnessPal webpage and my e-book N
 utrition for Triathletes
Cost: Free ($10/month or $50/year for premium edition)
MyFitnessPal is a free app (mobile and browser) for tracking
calories. The great thing about MyFitnessPal compared to other
similar apps is that it has the world’s largest database of foods,
which makes tracking surprisingly easy. A particularly useful function
is the barcode reader: just scan the barcode of any ingredient you’re
about to add when cooking, and MyFitnessPal will find all the
nutrition information for that particular product.
Tracking calories for a long period of time is not recommended,
simply because it still takes some extra time and effort to do that.
But I found it extremely useful to do it for a week or so to get a
snapshot of how many calories I’m getting, and how much of it was
from carbs, fats, and protein.
Once you get a baseline like this set, you can start making small
adjustments to improve your nutrition without actually needing to do
any strict tracking.
Whether you’re trying to lose weight, optimize your nutrition for maximal performance, or
just want to learn more about what’s in your day-to-day nutrition, give MyFitnessPal a try.
Experimenting with it for just a week or so can give you incredibly valuable insights into your
nutrition.
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Blender
Category: Nutrition
Importance: 7/10
Learn more: Simple Green Smothies Blender Guide
Cost (approx): Anywhere from $50 to $500+
A blender is a fantastic tool for time-crunched triathletes
with very specific nutritional needs.
●
●
●

High-calorie breakfast that packs a punch in all
three of carbs, protein, and healthy fats? Check.
Easy-to-digest pre-workout snack with mostly
carbs? Yup.
Post-workout recovery shake w
 ith a good amount
of both protein and carbs? You bet.

As you can see, a blender makes meeting your nutritional
needs much easier and faster. What’s more, the smoothies
you’ll soon start making are both healthy a
 nd delicious!
I use my blender daily (often twice per day). I recommend not getting a blender on the very
low-end of the price-range, since they won’t have the power to crush ice or frozen fruit. As a
reference, I use a 1200W blender (it cost me about $150), and it crushes ice like a hot knife cuts
through butter.
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Kinetic Revolution website and Youtube channel
Category: Running technique, recovery, stretching, injury prevention,
rehab, flexibility, strength training
Importance: 8/10
Learn more: www.kinetic-revolution.com and on Youtube
Cost: Free (several paid products also available)
Although Kinetic Revolution is targeted towards runners, it’s just as
useful and applicable for triathletes. Whether you need help improving your running form,
need to know which stretches to do to get rid of a niggle, or how to do core and strength
training designed specifically to improve your running, this is the place to go.
The website and youtube channels has a massive archive of articles and videos. Also available
are some great programs that are high value and very cheap for what you get. I’ve
purchased and used the Running Form program and the Runner’s Knee program myself, and
can highly recommend them.
I can also recommend the free 30-day challenge to get in the habit of doing effective stretching
and strength and core exercises. Remember, this is not just for runners. The tagline of Kinetic
Revolution could just as well be Building Better Triathletes.
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Tower26 “Be Race Ready” podcast
Category: Swimming for triathletes
Importance: 7/10
Learn more: Be Race Ready Podcast (available on
iTunes and Stitcher)
Cost: Free
Be Race Ready is a fantastic resource for learning about swimming. It’s specifically directed
towards triathletes, and coach Gerry Rodriguez is probably the world’s most renowned triathlon
swim coach.
Despite the fact that it is a podcast without visual explanations, it is e
 asy to understand the
topics discussed and actually a
 pply it directly in your swimming. I’ve made several big
improvements in my swim technique that I can directly attribute to this podcast.
I recommend you go back and start listening from episode 1, as at least the first 10-15 episodes
follow a very logical progression that are ideally listened to in order. Also, Gerry answers listener
questions on the show, so don’t hesitate to send in your swimming-related questions to get
them answered on the show by one of the best.
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TrainerRoad “Ask A Cycling Coach” podcast
Category: Cycling
Importance: 5/10
Learn more: Ask A Cycling Coach Podcast
(available on iTunes and Stitcher)
Cost: Free
And finally, the “Ask A Cycling Coach” podcast by TrainerRoad is all about cycling training. Note
that you don’t need to be a TrainerRoad user to get great value from this podcast. I started
listening to the podcast several months before starting to use TrainerRoad. The three hosts are
all very knowledgeable on the topic - there’s no fluff or BS on.
The basic premise of the podcast is the same as the TrainerRoad software. It’s meant to give
you advice on how to make the most out of your cycling training. The podcast is mostly built
around answering listener questions (hence the name Ask A Cycling Coach). Definitely worth
tuning in to every week!
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